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iiihe purpose of this artiC': ~s to clari~ some
termsand methods u ed ID measunng the

I size of gears. There is also all eX,Planation
given of the error induced and how to cor-

rect for it in certain ca es when 'the measurement
is made using pin instead of balls,

Different .Method ,of Measuring 'Gears
Gear size can be specified in many ways. One way

is to express the size of a gear in terms of tooth

thickne s=-transverse circular tooth thickness,
normal circular tooth thickness, transver e
chorda] tooth thlckness or normal chordal tooth

thicknes . Another way i to express size in term
of what might be seen on a tight mesh rolling
checker=functional tooth thickness, center dis-
tance, pitch. radius, or pueh diameter. Another way
is to express size in terms of an over-ball or over-

pin dimension. This la !method is the most wide-
ly accepted way of specifying the size of a gear
because it is, the quicke t and easiest way of mea-

suring' ize.
Measuring Us'hlg Ballsand Pins

Actually tile terms "over ball " and "over pins"

apply only to external gears, Internal gears are
measured "between balls" or "between pins," but

because external gears are far more common than
inlernal ones, the term "over" sometimes gets

used universally.
The terms "over balls' and "over pins" are also

sometimes misapplied with external gears. This
happens when the measurement called for is acm-

ienratiou of year and pill anvils

ally a "dimension over one ball" or a "dimension

over one pin.' To measurea gear over one ball or
pin, an arbor is used to establi h the center, which
is the zero reference for the mea urement. All

external gears can be measured over one ball or

over one pin.
All external spur gears can be measured over

two bailor over 'two pins, but when the gear
being mea ured has an odd number or teeth, Ihe
dimension over two balls or pins is less than twice

the dimension over one ball or pin beeaus e no two
tooth spaces will lie on a. diameter. What is actu-

ally being measured in that case i a chord. not a
diameter. To eliminate any confusion, some

designers always specify the size of external gear
asa dimen ion over one ball or pin and never as ,a

dimension over two baltls or pins.
In the case of internal gears, size:i always

specified intenn of "between balls" or "berwe n

pin" ince, in mo tea e • there is. noway 'to estab-
lish the center ofthe gear to measure a. dim n ion
"between one ball" or "between one pin."

U fog Pins Instead. of' Ball .
Theoretically. for external gears with an even

number of teeth. the dimension obtained by mea-
suring over two balls will be the same a the

dimension obtained by measuring over two pins
of the same diameter. In practice, ometimes, such
as when the parris hobbed.jt is desirable to mea-
sure over twe pins instead of over two balls. In
thai ca e. a Mil may fall iothe scallop of' jhe

bobbed tooth on one measurement and then ride
up on a high spot of the hobbed surface 011 the
next measurement. This causes the measurements
to be inconsistent, making it difficult to determine

what size the gear really is.
When pins are used instead of balls, they con-

tact only Lite high spots of the hobbed surface

every time the gear is measured, This makes the
readings consisteru.jhereby making il possible 1.0

controlthe size of the gears. However, when two
pins are used to measure helical gears with an odd
number of teeth, a measurement error is induced.



Whenever pins are used to measure internal heli-
cal gears, an error is induced. In this article we
will deal wilh external helical gears only.

Censsruetion of Measuliing Instruments
The accepted method of eon tructioa for pin

micrometers and for specialized over-pin measur-
ing instrumenrs is to constrain the two pins to
alway lie in plane thaI are parallel to oneanoth-
er, This is done by rigidly mounting the pins to

anvils whose axes lie on the same line; in other
words. the anvil shafls are coaxial. The anvil
haft are free to rotate 360°.

The orientation of the gear and the pin microm-
eter in the following example i withlhe axis of tile

gear vertical and the anvil shafts of the micrometer
lying in the transverse plane ( ee Fig, O.

Errnr Induced by U ing Pins
1:0 illustrate wbat happens when one tries to

measure an external helical gear with an odd num-

ber of teeth over pins. let's imagine lh.at we can
remove the pinanvils from the pin micrometer.

Let's ay that we want to measure an extemal
helical gear u ing CWo pins in tead of two balls.
The gear has [3 teeth, a helix angle of 30°, a
de ign pitch diameter of 1.53 I" and a dimension
over two ..125" diameter balls of L825". Let'
assume that the pin contact diameter of the gear i
exactly atthe de ign pitch diameter, which is II 11-

ally pretty close to being the case for most gears

and pin sizes.
Now, with the anvils removed from lite pin

micrometer, we engage the pins in tooth spaces on
the gear that. lie as do e to a diameter as possible.
with the axe of tlJe anvils lying in the same trans-

verse plane.
In order for the axes of both anvil shan to lie

in the same transverse plane, they roll I lie on
radius lines of the gear, with both pins fully
engaged. in the tooth paces. The e radiu line
will be separated by an angle of 360°/(2·13) or
13.846°. In other words, the angle between each
anvil shaft and the horizontal line that intersect
the axis of each shaft atthe centers of the pins (of
each anvil) is 13.846°12, or 6.923° (see F.ig. 2).
Since this is not the configuration the hafts are
constrained to be in when they are in the pin
micrometer. it is clear that there will be an error
induced when they are moved '10 that position,

Assuming the pin contact diameter of the gear was

exactly at the de ign pitch diamete« the angle
between the vertical plane in which 'the anvil shaft

lie 311d the axi of the pin is the helix angle of the
gear or 30° ..

To determine the amount oferror induced, we
need to calculate how much the pins move when
the anvil hafts are moved to be coaxial to each

Fig. 2 - Pin anvils removed 'rom nucrcmeter With pins fully engaged III loath

spaees of gear.
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01 Swingl

Fig. 1 - Direction of swing of right-hand anvil shaft, Left-hand anvil shah
swings the sallie amount in the opposite direction.
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fig.4 - New position 01anvil shafts alter swmqmq them 10 lie in the same

vertical plane.

other. They now lie in the same transverse plane.

but not all the same chord by 00 angle of6.923°. To
move them first swing the shafts of the anvils so

that the pins stay engaged in the tooth spaces and
rotate about their (the pins') axes (see Figs. 3--4).
When we do Uris, both anvil shafts lie in the same
vertical plane, but they are not coaxial, and they do
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not lie in the transverse plane anymore .. After we

have swung the anvil shafts. the angle between

these shaftsand the transverse plane is 6.923° •.(tan
30°) or 3.997°. So, to move both anvil. shafts to be

coaxial and lie in the transverse plane. we need to
swing them both in the same vertical plane through
an angle of 3.997° (see Fig. 5).

When we do this, the positions of the pin anvils

are what they would be if constrained in the pin
micrometer. If the line of contact on the tooth
were a straight line instead of a helix, the amount
that the center of each pin (i.e .• the point of inter-
section of the axis of the shaft and the axis of the

pin) would move out away from the center of the
other pin would be equal to ha]f the verticallength

of each pin times the tangent of the angle of
swing. or V[( (U2) •. (sin 30°) •. (sin 6.923°)}2 +
I(U2) •.(cos 30°)} 2] •. (tan 3.997°), where L is the

length of the pins (see Fig. 6).

But since the line of contact is a helix, the
amount that the helix moves out of the plane that

is perpendicular to the axis of the anvil shaft.
over half the length of the pin, must be subtract-
ed from the amount the pins move out away

from each other. The amount the helix moves
out from the plane is equal to (L53I12) • [1-
cos{360°' (U2)· cos(90"- 300)/(1t· L53I)}].

The expression thai describes the amount that
the center of one pill moves out away f:rom the

center of the other pin then becomes V[ r (U2) •
(sin 30°) • (sin 6.923"}}2 + {(U2) • (cos 300)Pl •.
(tan 3.997°) - (1.53 [/2) • ([-cos{360° • (U2) 0

cos (90"- 30°)/ (It· 1.531)}].

Since this is the amount that each pin moves
out, the total amount of error is twice this amount,

Axis o. S·hafl Before
Verticall Swingl

position of anvil shafts after swinging them in the vertical

n the same transverse plane and be coaxial
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or 2 • {vI{ (U1) • (sin 30") 0 (sin 6.923°))2 + HU2)

• (cos 30°) Pl'· (tan 3..997°» - 1.53 l •.
[l-ees {360° • (Ul)· co (900-30D)/(It. 1.531)1).

In general form, this error is expressed as

e = 2' (V[{(U2) • (sin '1') • (sin(360"/4N)}2
+ f(U2) • (cos'l')}2] • (tan«)60o/4N)tanljl)))

- PD· [I-cos {360°· (U2)
• cos (900-1jI)/(1t .• PD))]. (1)

Since the q-uantity {(m) • (sin 1jI)' ( in(3ro°/4N)} 2

will always be essentially zero (except for ero s-axis
gears), the general form can be approximated by

e = L' (cos \jI) • [tan«360° /4N)tan '1'))
- PD. [L-eos {360° 0 (ill)

• cos {900
_ \IJ)/(1t· PD)Il. (2)

where: e '" error
L = length of pins
N = number of teeth in gear

\jI = helix angle of gear

PD '" pitch diameter of gear
This approximation is only accurate whenlhe

pins are relatively short. When the gear tooth is rel-
atively long and the pins are relatively long, that is.
long enough that the pin intersects the vertical plane

that passes through the diameter of the part and is
parallel to the anvil shafts, then the error is 110 longer

a function of the length of the pins (see Fig. 7).
The length of the pin that is needed to intersect

this vertical plane is given by

CL '" PD " (sin (360014N))I(sln'\ll). (3)
where: CL= critical length of pins

PD = design pitch diameter of gear

N = number of teeth on gear
0/ = helix. angle of gear

In our example the pin length that intersects

this plane would be ] .531. " (sin (360°/52)/( in
30°) = .369".

When the pin length. i greater than or equal, to

this "critical length," and the tooth on the gear is
long, then the error is limited to the error calculat-

ed from Equation 2, usingthis CL as the length of
the pins.

In order for the critical length ofthe pins to be
the limiting factor, the tooth length on the gear

must also be greater than or equal to the critical
length of the pins.

TIle tooth length on the gear can be approxi-
mated by

TL = FW/cos '\II. (4)
where: TL = tooth length on gear

FW = face width of gear

'I' = helix angle of gear
When the pin length i. greater than the critical

length, but the tooth length is less than the critical

Iengjh, then the error is limited to the error calcu-
lated from Equation 2, using this TL as the length
of the pins (see Fig. 8).



Then the error can be calculated by u ing the
least ofthe three I.engths-actual pin length, criti-
cal pin length (Equation 3) or tooth length (Equa-
Ijon 4)1as the pin length lin Equation 2.

Inour example the limiting factor is the critical
length of the pins. When we use this as the length
in Equation 2. we obtain: e = .369' • (cos 30D

) •

(tan(360D/52) • tan 30°» -1.531 • [I-ces {360° •
1(.~845)· cos (60°)/4.8]01] = .0112".

This error would have to be subtracted from
the measurement obtained using pin to obtain the
correct dimension over balls for this gear. 1 I

It should be noted that when pin honer (ban the
critical length are u ed, Or when the tooth length
on thegear is less than 'the criticallength, the pins
contact the gear at a point. In theory, the type of
contact between the pin and the gear teeth is
always, point contact, but when the pins and the
teeth are sufficiently long, the line on tne surface
of the pin parallel to the pin's axis that contact the
gear teeth are tangent to the involute helicoid at
the contact diameter of thegear, TIti is not the
case when 'either the pins or the gear teeth are less
than the cntlcal length. When the pin length. is less
than the critical length, the pins comact the gear at
the end of the pin . When the tooth length i less
than the critical length. the pins contact the gear at
the end of iii tooth. When either of these i the case,
any advantage gained by the use of pins .itncon-
tacting only the high spot may be negated by the
fact that contact between the pin and! the gear is I I
point contact. and the point of contact of the pin
may falIDinto callops on the bobbed nrface. I

Correcting for the fError
Pins longer than the "critical length" can be

used to obtain consistent mea uremerus on rough
helical gears with an odd, number of teeth. but the
measurement hould be made on a mea uring
in trument that allows fixturing of the part ~D

ensure thai. the axis of the part ;ishdd perpendicu-
lar to the axis of the anvil shafts. A pin microme-
ter should not be used.

This method can be used to control iii process
without knowing what the actual size oflbe gear is. If
it is important to know the correct size of the gears, 1

then the correct dimension over bills can determined
by ubtracting the error, calculated in Equation 2.
from tbe dimension measused over pill . 0
/lJustrlltions fOf this article were' done by Paul Romanowsky.
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Half the Vel'tic811lengthlDf IPlIn
--.,-;,,--- Amount Pin IMove '

Out AW81Y From
OtherlPin

Fig. 6 - Distance pill moves out away from the other pili when anvil is

swung in the vertical plane.

Fig. 7 - The critical length of the pins lor this particular gear.

- -

fig. B - A gear where the hmiting factor is the tooth length because It IS

less Ihan the crjtical lenqth 01the pins.
I
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